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Attendees 

Present 

Tony Hall  Director-General (Chair) 

Helen Boaden  Director, Radio 

Anne Bulford  Managing Director, Finance and Operations 

Danny Cohen  Director, Television 

James Harding  Director, News and Current Affairs 

James Purnell  Director, Strategy and Digital 

Simon Burke  Non-executive director 

Brian McBride  Non-executive director 

Fiona Reynolds  Senior Non-executive director 

Sir Howard Stringer  Non-executive director 

 
With 

Tim Davie  CEO, BBC Worldwide and Director, Global 

Alan Yentob  Creative Director 

Clare Sumner  Chief of Staff, Director-General’s Office 

Lynsey Tweddle  Head of Executive Unit (secretary) 

Jacqueline Hodges  Business Manager 

Phil Harrold  Incoming Company Secretary 

Gautam Rangarajan  Director, Strategy 

Beverley Tew  Group Finance Director (item 2) 

Martyn Freeman  General Counsel, BBC Worldwide (item 3) 

Dominic Coles  Director of Operations (item 4) 

Jenny Baxter  Project Director, W12 (item 4) 
 

Apologies 

Lucy Adams  Director, HR 
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1 Long Term Planning including Objectives 

General 

 

1.1 Tony Hall welcomed the Board to Liverpool and in particular the BBC Worldwide 

Showcase event.  It was agreed that the Board should aim to attend the event each year. 

 

1.2 Phil Harrold, the incoming Company Secretary, was also welcomed to the meeting. 

 

Objectives 

 

1.3 This paper presented a draft of the pan-BBC annual objectives for 2014/15. 

 

1.4 The Board emphasised the importance of demonstrating a clear link between the annual 

and strategic objectives that could then be cascaded down the organisation to individual 

objectives.  It would also be helpful to set out upfront a medium term vision with a single 

motivating aim.  The Board also suggested the key performance indicators could be 

further developed to define where the organisation was aiming to get to. 

 

1.5 Following the budget discussion there would be an opportunity to sharpen language 

around genres and identify which ones would receive most focus over the next three 

years. 

 

1.6 There was some discussion about ‘openness’ and what this meant in practice.  It was 

acknowledged that the BBC had already made much information available over the last 

few years but there was some work to do in providing an arc that joined up the various 

pieces of published information. 

 

1.7 The Board suggested a couple of other topics that should be referenced in the objectives 

– Charter Review and global/commercial.  It was also agreed that the objective around 

creative and distinctive output should be moved to the top of the document. 

 

1.8 Subject to comments made it was agreed that the Executive version of the 

objectives should be presented to the BBC Trust. 

 

 

2 Budget session 

Summary: Following review of the base budget in February the Board now considered the 

strategic overlay.  Executive Directors presented the proposals for each of their areas 

and the Board discussed these in depth.  Most of the proposals were supported, including 

moving BBC Three to a digital presence, but some required further exploration. 

 

 

3 BBC Worldwide CEO and CFO Reports 

Summary: The CEO of BBC Worldwide provided an update on matters covering strategy, 

financials, major deals and partnerships.  The Board also discussed and agreed some 

specific pieces of BBC Worldwide business. 
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4 Property Review including Location Strategy 

Property Strategy 

 

4.1 This paper summarised the BBC’s updated high-level property strategy through to 2020. 

 

4.2 The Board recognised the financial constraints but was also keen to ensure the BBC 

established the right creative environment.  It was noted that lessons were being learned 

from Salford which had piloted some new working space ideas. 

 

4.3 The Board discussed benchmarking and agreed it would be helpful to be more specific in 

the paper about the current and future position, particularly with respect to statistics 

such as cost per unit.  It was agreed that the paper should be amended to reflect this 

before presentation to the Trust. 

 

4.4 The Board approved the updated high-level property strategy, noting that, in 

line with the parameters defined, significant future property cases would be 

brought to the Board for consideration. 

  

Location Strategy 

 

 Summary: Further to the Board discussion in January this paper presented a location 

strategy reflecting the favoured approach of continuing to exit parts of the Media Village.  

The Board discussed the options available and approved the majority of the proposed 

plan, apart from some aspects related to production.  It was noted that some elements 

still required further exploration. 

 

 

5 Pan-BBC Management Information Pack 

New Management Information Pack 

 

5.1 This paper presented a draft version of the new pan-BBC management information pack 

for initial feedback.  The report was designed to provide a comprehensive overview of 

the BBC’s activities, including audience, financial and operational performance with the 

first formal pack being presented in April.  It was noted that data from BBC Worldwide 

was likely to be incorporated on a later timescale. 

 

5.2 The Board welcomed the format and intent of the pack, agreeing that it would be an 

important tool in enabling the Board to assess performance against strategic objectives 

and key performance indicators (KPIs).  It was recognised that development of KPIs was 

likely to be an evolutionary process.  Targets set by the organisation should be included 

in the pack as well as relevant benchmarks.  Many of the measurements would be 

compared on a year on year basis rather than month on month and the Board noted that 

it might be helpful to consider figures against an annual moving total. 
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5.3 The Board asked that, where relevant, data also be accompanied by the appropriate 

context recognising that qualitative as well as quantitative data was likely to be required in 

order to report comprehensively against the strategic objectives. 

 

5.4 It was noted that Directors would take responsibility for reporting and presenting 

divisional performance, including flagging, as appropriate, anything they deemed necessary 

of Board attention.  A central assessment of the key points would also take place and feed 

into the Executive’s report to the BBC Trust. 

 

5.5 The Board agreed it was preferable for the pack to start with more information which 

could then be refined as the process developed. 
 

 Quarterly Performance Report – Q3 2013/14 

 

5.6 This report provided the Board with the last old style performance pack and discussion 

focused on consumption of BBC services in 2013. 

 

 

6 Any other business 

Summary: A number of brief updates were provided under this section, including non-

executive director appointments, the Dame Janet Smith Review and revised governance 

arrangements for financial decision making which would be returning the following month. 

 

 

Papers for offline approval/ noting 

 

The following papers were circulated for offline approval/noting this month.  Unless otherwise 

indicated below, the papers were approved/noted. 

 

 Minutes from Executive Board on 20 January 2014 

 Minutes from Executive Finance Committee on 12 and 18 December 2013 

 Internal Audit – Child Protection 

 Executive Finance Report 

 Quarterly Compliance Report 

 DQF Consolidated Performance Report 

 Portfolio of Critical Projects 

 BBC Afrique 

 


